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3rd REQUEST FOR EXPARTE - RE: COURT’S INTENT TO REMOVE LIBELOUS SHERIFF DEPARTMENT 

CONTEMPT RECORD OF SHARON KRAMER AS OF MARCH 26, 2012 & DECLARATION OF SHARON KRAMER 
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     On March 26, 2012 the Court sent documentation by personal currier, Sheriff Sergeant 

VanNyhaus, to the San Diego County Sheriff Operations Supervisor, Deborah Duncan, of the need to 

remove the false criminal record it had given Kramer on March 12, 2012. By order of the Court on 

March 26, 2012, the removal of the false criminal contempt record was then replaced with a 

new false Sheriff Department civil contempt record of Kramer. I.e. that Kramer was lawfully 

incarcerated by the Court for violating the Revised Contempt of Court Order of January 19, 

2012 under CCP 1218(a). The Court Order of March 26, 2012 is concealing that, in reality, 

Kramer was unlawfully incarcerated for refusing to commit perjury and sign a Fraudulent 

Retraction for something she did not do, under oral order of the Court on March 9, 2012 to do 

so – or go to jail. It is concealing that the Court was provided evidence Kramer could not 

comply with the Contempt of Court Order – yet chose to unlawfully imprison her anyway.  

     An Exparte hearing is necessary for the Court, who appears not to want to address this matter in 

person and on the record, explain how it will be mitigating the damage to Kramer for unlawfully 

incarcerating her for two nights between March 12 and March 14, 2012, in a dorm setting with 

tweekers, prostitutes, shop lifters & heroine addicts; making her appear in court in shackles, chains 

and jail garb on March 14, 2012 after an hour bus ride from the jail while being chained in the dark to 

a drug addict as a “courtesy to Plaintiff Counsel”; and will be removing the second false Sheriff 

Department (and justice department) contempt of court record of Kramer it ordered on March 

26, 2012. (Attached hereto is the evidence of the false contempt of court record) 

II. 

CONCLUSION 

     This ExParte hearing is necessary ASAP for the Court to explain how it will be correcting the 

fraudulent and libelous March 26, 2012 Minute Order mailed to the Sheriff Department and will be 

mitigating its damage to Kramer by: 

    1. unlawfully incarcerating Kramer for refusing to be coerced into perjury on March 9, 2012, which 

would have absolved seven years worth of judicial, clerk and attorney misconduct – while aiding a 

false science to continue in US public health policy and US courts over the mold issue by unlawfully 







When removing the false criminal record, on March 26
th
 the Court submitted false 

documents to the Sheriff Department that Kramer was incarcerated for willful failure to 

comply with the Contempt of Court Order of January 19, 2012.  This new false record of 

Kramer conceals that the Court incarcerated Kramer for refusing to sign a fraudulent 

document under penalty of perjury – not for violating the Order for Contempt.  
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1. MARCH 26TH MINUTE ORDER FALSELY STATES KRAMER WAS INCARCERATED 
FOR VIOLATING CONTEMPT ORDER OF JANUARY 19TH 

March 26th Minute Order online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/42a9bee852.pdf January 19th 
Contempt of Court Order online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/7e3d770de9.pdf 

     The March 26, 2012 Minute Order mailed as a valid court order, under penalty of perjury by 
Clerk of the Court, falsely states Kramer was incarcerated for violation of CCP 1218(a) and 
attached the Order which stated Kramer was to remove five posts from the Internet – or go to jail.  
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2. CONTRARY TO THE MARCH 26TH MINUTE ORDER, THE MARCH 9TH MINUTE 
ORDER STATES KRAMER WAS INCARCERATED FOR REFUSING TO SIGN “THE 
PROPOSED RETRACTION” CRAFTED BY KELMAN’S ATTORNEY 
March 9th Minute Order online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/3e2d913e7b.pdf 
 
       The March 9, 2012, Minute Order written by the same Clerk of the Court states Kramer was 
incarcerated for refusing to sign the Retraction crafted by Scheuer – as orally ordered to do by the 
Court – not that she was incarcerated for violating the Contempt of Court Order of January 19, 
2012 under CCP 1218(a) as falsely stated in the March 26th Minute Order and new false Sheriff 
Department Record.  

 

 

3. FRAUDULENT RETRACTION CRAFTED BY KELMAN”S ATTORNEY THAT KRAMER 
REFUSED TO SIGN WHEN ORALLY ORDERED TO DO SO BY COURT, MARCH 9th.  
Read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/ce5fe87905.pdf  

 
4. HOW FALSE CIVIL CONTEMPT MORPHED INTO FALSE CRIMINAL CONTEMPT ON 
KRAMER’S RECORD WHILE SHE WAS UNLAWFULLY INCARERATED 
Read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/e0d362c971.pdf 
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5. KRAMER’S MARCH 23RD REQUEST FOR EXPARTE TO REMOVE FALSE CRIMINAL 
RECORD AND MITIGATE DAMAGE FOR UNLAWFUL INCARCERATION.  
Read online at: Part 1, http://freepdfhosting.com/e865517393.pdf 
                         Part 2  http://freepdfhosting.com/bbf2e14523.pdf 
                         Part 3  http://freepdfhosting.com/c4241c9788.pdf 

In (some of the ) relevant part it states:  

      

 
6. MARCH 9TH TRANSCRIPT PROVES KRAMER WAS NOT LAWFULLY 
INCARCERATED FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT OF COURT AS FALSELY STATED IN MARCH 
26TH MINUTE ORDER SUBMITTED TO SHERIFF DEPARTMENT.  
Transcript read online in entirety at: http://freepdfhosting.com/ac0b9ecc72.pdfMarch 9, 2012, 
relevant part of the transcript of the sentencing:  

THE HONORABLE THOMAS NUGENT:....I was impressed with what is characterized as a 
Retraction by Sharon Kramer, a very brief two-page document, which will be filed with the Court, 
inviting you to simply say it was not your “intention in writing the press release to state or imply that 
Dr. Kelman had committed perjury. It goes on “I do not believe that Dr. Kelman committed perjury. I 
apologize to Dr. Kelman and his colleagues at Veritox, Inc. for all statements that I have made that 
stated or implied otherwise. I sincerely regret any harm or damage that I may have caused.” All 
that was necessary was for you to agree to that and we wouldn’t be here today.  But you 
chose not to and that’s your right. Certainly your right.  But you leave me with absolutely no 
alternative and I think you know that. And so therefore, I will be remanding you to the 
custody of the Sheriff for five days today.  
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MS. KRAMER: Your Honor, you’re skipping a key point in all of this.  I never accused Mr. Kelman 
of committing perjury.  My writing is 100% correct.  Mr. Scheuer and the Courts made it look like 
my writing falsely accused him of lying about taking money for the ACOEM Mold Statement. My 
writing accurately states the money was for the US Chamber of Commerce [Mold Statement]. 
                                             ......................................... 
MS. KRAMER:.....I’m not the one who accused Mr. Kelman of Perjury. Mr. Scheuer made it look 
that way and the Court wrote I had accused him of lying about being paid for the ACOEM paper, 
when I didn’t. 
 
THE HONORABLE THOMAS NUGENT:...Here’s the only question that I’m afraid we’re left with: “Is 
today convenient?” 
  
MS. KRAMER: Well, we have another problem, Your Honor. By law, you can’t order me to jail 
for something that I can’t do. You’ve got me sentenced to five days in jail for these 
posts.....Both the website owners submitted declarations to you saying,  “No”. They’re not 
taking them down. 

                                                                   ....................... 
THE HONORABLE THOMAS NUGENT:...The only question, Does today work for you? Are you 
ready to start doing that five days because that’s what’s going to happen. 
 
MS. KRAMER: It’s not lawful for you to do that.  

 

7. FEBRUARY 10, 2012, COURT WAS PROVIDED THE EVIDENCE KRAMER 
COULD NOT COMPLY WITH ORDER FOR CONTEMPT UNDER CCP1218(a) TO 
AVOID INCARCERATION – COURT INCARCERATED HER ANYWAY.  
February 10, 2012 Notice Of Inability to Comply with Unlawful Court Order and Declaration 
of website owners online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/1c4af3b4ba.pdf 
In Relevant Part:  
 

2. The requirement of the ORDER was that by February 6, 2012, KRAMER was to have 
retracted posts from Internet sites that KRAMER does not own. This includes a post she 
did not make and posts that do not exist -- or KRAMER will spend five days in jail. 

3. The posts by KRAMER and others are regarding litigations that are a matter of public 
record of “KELMAN & GLOBALTOX v. KRAMER” No. D054493 and this case, “KELMAN 
v. KRAMER,” and their continued adverse impact on public health policy and all US 
courts because actions of the courts involved in the two cases. 

4. The Internet site owners are refusing to retract all posts regarding the case of 
“KELMAN & GLOBALTOX v.KRAMER” No. D054493 and this case, “KELMAN v. 
KRAMER,” and their continued adverse impact on public health policy and all US courts 
because actions of the courts involved in these two cases. 

 






